Synthesizing Economics toward Global Climate War Time Regime.2014/12/24
This is emergent petition to global economists toward synthesize Economics toward
Global Climate War Time Regime.If you carefully surveyed the situation at now,the
conclusion never fail to be either global extinction ! or global revolution !!!.
Also why such extremely emergent big problem has been hiding is explained.
[１]:The fatal causes of global ill minds of no concern on climate crisis at now.
⑴Mind of people in general at now.
Certainly I became to hear frequently on increasing climate disasters in recent days,years.
However such probability of becoming my disaster would be low as neglegible for the time
being. Above all,everyone around me never seems to think climate collapse serious .As
usual,they has been using car, kitchin and room heaters with considerable oil consumption.
By anyhow,unless oil consumption,my life and my job never work well.
Now it is not climate,but securing job that has been ruling my life at all !!!.
Therefore,they has never be told and will not imagine coming desperate climate hell
world of global mass extinction !!!<global ensemble synchronized paralyzing>..
http://www.777true.net/The-Ensemble-Synchronized-Paralyzing.pdf
⑵Mind of entrepreneur in general at now.
An entrepreneur’s strong instinct is entirely never causing bankruptcy of own corporate.
Now it is not climate,but securing corporate that has been ruling their life at all !!!.
This is absolute common recognition in capitalism international ally in the Bliderberger’s
global ruling.After all,this ultra conservatism has been intercepting revolution toward global
salvation.That is”Revolution is more terrible than defeating war”<A member of Japanese
imperial Fumimaro Konoe in the war time regime,Japan-USA war was initiated by the
imperial Hirohito in order to evade domestic revolution due to withdrawal from China>.
A noble people(people once had gotten higher status by violence or..) has been in worry for
their status decline.This is origin of causing Satan(once he was angel in heaven) who hates
God<the truth,justice, philanthropy>and his followers(believers).He was expelled due to his
arrogance toward Adam who was made from clay.

Remember the cruel history,kings and

capitalists has been terribly hating revolutionists<democrats>.Note author has no intention
to accuse being capitalists is sin,but not admitting their fatal failure(causing climate crisis
and the consequence of global extinction).Now they has been hiding the fatal facts by their
massive money power.After all,their final relief would be to admit their fatal failure and to
cooperate in fixing deadly climate environments.Above are too evident and rational,don’t
you think so !!!.

[２]: Decisive countermeasure against global minds of no concern on climate crisis.
All of you must be soldiers by declaring and starting global climate war time regime!!!.
⑴Emergency of Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering with CO2- 80%reduction.
In fact,climate had been entirely worsened to need emergent countermeasure such as
Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.So long as preventing Arctic Methane Catastrophe,
global mass extinction would have been evading＊).So this is the most emergent global top
problem to be fixed.The geo-engineering needs global ability with money and manpower.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
＊)

.Note global temperature rise would cause it more difficult to accomplish the engineering.

Therefore possible max 80%reduction(0.3～0.4℃ rise,this is not safe)is necessary.
Then new energy technology become emergent. Especially note It is declaring and
starting global climate war time regime that would accelerate the R&D !!.
It is the low cost oil that has been intercepting the R&D.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
⑵The evident fatal validity of IPCC projection<no temperature recovering !!!>
IPCC has nothing simulation on temperature recovering to now state。
Also this is fatal.By temperature rising only ,it is too evident that globe becomes full
disastrous toward extinction.
IPCC Temperature Prediction with emission scenarios
http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm
http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html

⑶Stopping CO2 concentration rise needs about 50%cut,even which could not be
salvation. Because temperature would have been rising only,but not turning down.

.
⑷Only by more than 80%cut,temperature could turn to down,which is decisively
necessary for the salvation with minimum climate damage.

Then Arctic Cooling must be implemented simultaneously,which is global emergent task.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
The verification of above simulation is showed in here.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

[３]:Emergent synthesizing Planed Economy toward global climate war time regime
This is you economist’s emergent and decisive work toward global salvation !!!.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Above page is a trial version,and far from completion !!!.

PS:
Certainly you are economists,but not climate experts,so you would encounter difficulty to
judge true or false in details of climate conclusion.However economists are mathematical
engineer with market psychology-analyst. I wish you could judge by [２] and by Appendix.
The best way is getting sinsire climate expert friends !!.
Note author is also not climate experts,but engineer of applied physics at now.
postscript::To live or not would depend on economists !!!
Australian climate scientists were first advance nation people who encountered severity of
climate change in the world and some of them proposed radical climate policy.
One of those is that scientists should lead managing global policy.This may be reasonable,
but climate scientist would encounter difficulty in economic calculation<planed economy>.
Then author wondered why they did not call for economist in their group.
By anyhow, only planed macro economy in climate war time could relief this world.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

Appendix_1：Why IPCC has been of no use<the their fatal injustice> !!!
Allowing more 1

rise by IPCC never be salvation at all !!!,

Why such ridiculous event could happen in this world at now ??.
Those has been conspired the Big Oil Merchant Rockefeller who had once supported
NAZIS establishing at that time.After the war, they imported NAZIS person and technology
to USA<operation Paper Clip>.Their ideology is supremacism.Nation and the people
should be exploited by supremacy the hereditary.Set enemy and make perpetual war<the
9/11>.Their conclusion at now is operation EndGame.
IPCC the injustice
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
Rockefeller
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J7-the-Rockefeller.pdf

Operation ENDGAME.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the "elites" to
live forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
Appendix_2：Quick Guide to Climatology Emergency.
http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf
http://www.777true.net/

